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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures tick higher with some follow-through after yesterday's bounce off
the lows. Plenty of chatter on treasury yields moving higher and how it may put a lid on stock prices. Wake
me up when we hit 2%, which Jeremy Siegel thinks we can hit by the end of this year. The yield on the S&P is
still higher than the 10-year, which makes another case for stocks. It will be a breath of fresh air to talk about
actual corporate earnings this week as opposed to political nonsense. Even as the Fed pumps money into the
system, stock prices still depend on how much companies make. What a novel idea. Bitcoin bounced after a
steep selloff to start the week. Interesting article in WSJ on the party in muni bond issuance. Makes sense for
these local governments to borrow at minimal rates while they can. Roll Tide!! S&P Futures vs. Fair
Value: +11.20, 10-Yr Yield: 1.16%.
CORE Headlines:
 Republicans in the U.S. Congress faced growing blowback on Monday from businesses that said they
would cut off campaign contributions to those who voted last week to challenge President-elect Joe
Biden's victory.-Reuters
 Europe's drugs regulator will review the COVID-19 vaccine developed by AstraZeneca and Oxford
University this month under an accelerated timeline, the watchdog said.-Reuters
 China imposed new coronavirus curbs in areas near Beijing, putting 4.9 million people in Langfang city
under lockdown as new infections raised worries about a second wave in a country that has mostly
contained the disease.-Reuters
 The U.S. government on Monday said it would begin collecting new duties on aircraft parts and other
products from France and Germany Tuesday after failing to resolve a 16-year dispute over aircraft
subsidies with the European Union.-Reuters
 As trading by individual investors boomed during the coronavirus pandemic, the online communities
where they gather—FB, TWTR, YouTube, Reddit, Instagram, and Discord—have “become the new
Wall Street trading desks,” where people share ideas and fuel stock momentum.-WSJ (Basically,
Yahoo chatrooms have become mainstream.)
 The New York Bar Association is considering a plan to strip Rudy Giuliani, Trump’s attorney, of
membership—the group has received hundreds of complaints in recent months about him stemming
from his “baseless efforts” to cast doubt on the election and overturn its results.-WSJ (Talk about a
guy ruining his legacy.)
 Commercial landlords in the US have granted billions of dollars of rent relief to struggling storefronts
as property owners strive to keep falling occupancy rates from triggering more severe financial
consequences.-WSJ
 China auto sales fell 6.8 percent in 2020 but did better than expected given the pandemic, and could
to return to growth in 2021, despite a 41 percent collapse in Chinese car sales in the March quarter,
marked by pandemic lockdowns.-IBD
 After the Capitol riot, law enforcement and elected officials are bracing for the possibility of more
violence across the US—groups tracking right-wing extremist organizations have said preparations
for more violence are underway.-USA
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Trump on Monday issued an emergency declaration for Washington, DC, to boost security ahead of
president-elect Joe Biden’s inauguration on January 20, allowing Homeland Security and Federal
Emergency Management Agency to work with local authorities as needed.-NYP
The Trump administration restored Cuba to a list of state sponsors of terrorism, complicating
incoming US president Joe Biden’s efforts to foster better relationships with the island, one of several
such foreign policy moves that have broken with convention.-FT
House Democrats will vote on impeachment against President Trump on Wednesday. President-elect
Joe Biden is hopeful that the Senate could spend half of each day on nominations and legislations and
the other half on the trial after his inauguration.-CNN
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has plans to convert some Manhattan office buildings to
apartment buildings.-CBS (He should worry about handling the virus instead of becoming a statesponsored real estate developer.)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Food & Wine: The best sandwich in every state http://bit.ly/3qhajQD They nailed PA.
 Discover Magazine: Why humans are prone to denial http://bit.ly/2LeuzE0 (Selective denial isn't bad,
right? Asking for a friend.)
 Fast Company: Children with self-control live longer http://bit.ly/3qagRAE
 CNET: Lidar technology at CES http://cnet.co/35PF2gf
All charts from The Daily Shot:
The Russell 2,000 held long-term support relative to the Nasdaq 100, …

Source: Dantes Outlook
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… and the ratio has risen along with Treasury yields over the past few months.

Source: BCA Research

US factory activity points to a rebound in revenues.

Source: Yardeni Research
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US companies with weak balance sheets have been outperforming since the vaccine news last fall.
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Extreme investor enthusiasm is also a concern. Here are the flows into the ARK Innovation ETF.

h/t Bianco Research

When will inflation reach the Fed’s target?

Source: @markets Read full article

Inventories of construction materials remain depressed amid the pandemic-driven residential
construction boom.
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According to BCA Research, US households have accumulated $1.5 trillion of “excess” savings.
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(Impressive chart)

Source: BCA Research
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Global equity valuations have surged, partly driven by declining bond yields (2 charts).
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Source: BCA Research

Source: BCA Research
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The US rig count is recovering as oil prices strengthen.

Trading volume on major cryptocurrency exchanges reached a new all-time high.

Source: CoinDesk Read full article
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US student debt across income and wealth levels:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Top ten most spoken languages:

Source: Visual Capitalist Read full article
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Net population flows in select US cities:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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